A curious engineer's view of Shanghai its it developing technological history
Some time ago Peter Munro of the IET History of Technology PN Executive sent me a very kind
email in which he suggested that I write something about China. I am flattered, but I have a
problem: what do I write about? China boasts that it has 5000 years of history and yet it has no
history. Just as the civil wars in Ireland and in Spain have been obliterated by popular amnesia,
so the Cultural Revolution has led to a general loss of memory of what went before. There
appears to be no interest in their technology or its history. This may have a similar basis as the
attitude to cable telegraph stations in Ireland until long after they were closed and gone; they
were impositions of a foreign power of occupations. This may be stronger in China where the
Imperially sanctioned Boxer Rebellion attempted to destroy all western technology, and failed. It
is true that they use every modern technological convenience today, but they do so alongside
those who continue to use centuries' old technology

I suppose that the most stunning thing for me has been the attitude to safety or should I say, the
lack of it. The view seems to be that safety is a personal matter. It is up to you to look after
yourself, and anyway, life is cheap in an over-populated country. The exposed box below is on a
main road near where I live and it was like that for a week.

My telegraph researches have proceed, but most has been achieved remotely thanks to the stirling
efforts of Elliot Porter. The Bund is the waterfront area that was the commercial heart of the old
City and which still has many impressive buildings. At the edge of the Bund is the Peace hotel,
previously known as Sassoons where the Great Northern Telegraph Co. initially had its office.
Later their offices were on the Bund itself and the Shanghai City government has placed a plaque
outside commemorating this important fragment of history.
The history of the Far Eastern Telegraphs was 'cleaned up' by Jorma Ahvenainen when he gained
access to the GN archives. If there is any further information to be gleaned, then it is most likely
to be found here and herein lies a problem for any researcher. During my year here I have taken
to opportunity of learning Mandarin, both written and spoken and it is already hard to believe that
I have a theoretical vocabulary of about 500 characters, but the level of retention is much less. It
is great fun to be able to read and understand, but of course everything here is written in
simplified script which was introduced after the establishment of the Peoples' Republic. The
traditional script is still used in Hong Kong and in Taiwan and if I am to read pre-war documents
relating to the telegraph companies and the local administrations, then there remains this hurdle
to overcome.
Now I will talk a little about using the internet as a research tool for those based in China - forget
it. The 'Great Firewall of China' ensures that only the blandest content is accessible. There
seems to be a wide range of subjects that are blocked. I wanted to know about an air-crash in
Indonesia which was mentioned on Google News. The sight was blocked, so I had to get my
wife to send me a screen capture of same from BBC news in UK. Mind you, it is possible to
understand the reasons for this and they are not what you might think. At one moment they
Chinese are a very reserved people, but at the next they are intensely emotional and emotions can
easily run wild. It is perhaps a fortune for all of us that the Chinese people rarely operate in
unison. They are individually wonderful, but collectively hopeless. It is very much a case of
everyone for self and indeed there is a cartoon which asks "why is that that three ants in Japan
can construct a dragon, while in China it takes three dragons to build an ant?" I believe that if the
Chinese pushed together they could move the world. Indeed events which happened in a large
rectangular space in the capital city (whose name cannot be mentioned for fear of triggering a
block by automatic censoring software) can be interpreted as a just-in-time official response that
prevented a replay of a mass hysteria movement that characterised the Boxer Rebellion and the
Cultural Revolution. I don't know if you know that the normal police here are unarmed, which
does leave one feeling a certain sense of safety that does not apply in most of Europe and North
America. I am told, however that there are plain-clothes security police everywhere and their
function is to inhibit civic unrest and prevent a 'boil-over'.
The sometimes seeming pointless restrictions can have serious impact on teaching. One of the
units which I teach is called "Energy Transport and Conversion" and want to get information for
students about the diversity of power generation in China. Can I find anything on a web-search?
No, because it is a matter of national security. One day I happen to see an advertisement for such
maps at the edge of a Google Mail page. but when I click on the URL, I find that the link has
been 'disconnected'. Nothing if not resourceful I note that the name of the US company which
offers this service is given in the advert. Go to the company web-page and proceed to its maps
and the blocking is circumvented. I tried to find if there was a power station that we could see

near Shanghai. No information available. Google maps does not have street detail for Shanghai,
but the satellite image coverage is excellent. Several hours poring over these images reveals

Our coursework is dictated from NCUK and students have been set to investigate the Three
Gorges Project with the objective of looking at hydro electricity from point of generation to point
of delivery. They work under difficult circumstances trying to gain access to relevant material.
Meanwhile I never realised the Yangtze was so long until I used Google Maps satellite images to
look at it in detail eastwards of Chongqing. Until two weeks ago the images were not very good,
but one could see where there had been extensive earth movements. And then suddenly, one day
two weeks ago they updated the image and there it was; the massive dam in place and the
associated ship canal..

In teaching Energy Transport I have encouraged students to look about them because there is
another interesting feature of Shanghai. I tried to organise an outing to the power station that I
found on Google Maps so that we could see electrical transmission, protection and switching, but
that didn't work because the Company which runs the College does not have indemnity insurance
for the students, should they have an accident while on such an outing. Life's rich tapestry!

Utility poles carry 1kV three-phase all over the
city and everywhere one sees twin-pole mounted
oil-filled step-down transformers.

Each has a reservoir and a breather which contains
tell-tale silica gel crystals which are uniformly
pink and not blue.

These are being replaced by more modern
versions, but the one thing that seems to be
retained is the current sensors to detect overload.

On my walk to work each morning I pass a building site which I have seen been developed from
the demolition of the traditional dwellings, the piling, the construction of ground-level
foundations, the excavation of at least 10m of ground underneath and the removal of the groundlevel foundations. Shanghai is entirely built on mud and this approach seems to be used to
consolidate the sides of the piling while the actual foundations of the building, 10m below road
level are installed. Anyway, they have just installed a gantry crane and I thought that people
might like to see how they avoid the crane or its load hitting the 1kV overheads. They use
bamboo scaffolding!

Gender does not appear to be a problem in certain jobs in China. Last week I saw two women
offload an entire truckload of bricks outside my office in 30 minutes. The pictures below gives
some idea of scaffoldsters at work near where I live. At least they are wearing helmets!

Now, I suppose that the last stunning thing that I would like to talk about is the Metro system
which within a few years will have more miles underground than the entire London Tube system.
They do as little tunneling as possible, preferring to cut and fill. But of course Shanghai is built
on mud so they carve a very deep rectangular hole (middle background of picture below). In the
middle background we see the machine for removing the mud which is then put in a draining pit
(foreground) so that the amount of water carried away in the truckload is reduced.

They drop in a skeleton of reinforcing rods which is then filled with concrete.

The loose sheet-steel at either side presses out under the weight of the concrete and forms a seal
so that the concrete does not leak into the region of the next section to be excavated.

The picture below shows what is probably going to be a new station and we can see the efforts to
shore up the sides.

However, this is not always sufficient and then they have to resort to something like below

Indeed, I live at one end of an as-yet not completed circle line. What happened in July 2003 is
contained in http://www.tunnelbuilder.com/enews_weekly/E-News41-2003.pdf
It is difficult to know how they get rid of the mud, but the picture of the station above fails to
show a mechanical digger which is just out of view down below. They also appear to get rid of
the mud (which would be excellent for pottery/brick-making) by pumping out mud slurry into
waiting tankers which then trundle through the city and down past my flat. At first I thought that
they were transporting sewage to some disposal location, but seemingly no. The almost callous

disregard for safety can be seen yet again in the tragedy below where the crane was probably
overloaded as it attempted to lift a digger out of the mud base

The victim was a migrant worker from Sichuan and there is lots more where they came from.

So, there we are, Shanghai in a process of change is an amazing place for the curious engineer,
but I have no feeling that anyone here has any interest in recording this developing history for
posterity. Attempt to kindle interest here elicits comment that can be paraphrased as "you might
as well **** into the wind"

